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While the nature, existence, and necessity of representations in cognition is debated
(Dorffner, 1999; Pereira Jr, 1999), they can be described as relationships between mental or brain
states and events or objects in the world (Scheutz, 1999) whose function is to generate adaptive
behavior (Parkinson & Wheatley, 2016; Peschl & Alexander, 1999). This predictive function of
representations would be particularly useful for navigating social life and relationships. A rich
body of classic social psychology already exists on the organization of social memory (e.g., Fiske,
1993; Hastie & Kumar, 1979; Kashima & Kerekes, 1994; Wyer, 1980; Wyer & Srull, 1989), but
methodological advances in psychology and neuroscience (Cohen et al., 2017) have allowed more
complex inquiries into the structure and representation of social knowledge (Montagrin, Saiote, &
Schiller, 2017; Tavares et al., 2015). Thus, this review is a synthesis for what unique insights these
innovations have added to the social memory discourse.
Some of the recent methods for assessing the representational stimulus structures used and
constructed by the mind from neural or behavioral responses include multi-voxel pattern analysis
(Haxby, Connolly, & Guntupalli, 2014; Norman, Polyn, Detre, & Haxby, 2006), representational
modeling (Diedrichsen & Kriegeskorte, 2017; Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008; Xue, Weng,
He, & Li, 2013), repetition suppression (Barron, Garvert, & Behrens, 2016), psychophysics
(Guttman & Kalish, 1956; Hearst, 1960), reverse correlation (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012), memory
intrusions (Crawford, Sherman, & Hamilton, 2002; Favila, Chanales, & Kuhl, 2016),
multidimensional scaling (Edelman, Grill-Spector, Kushnir, & Malach, 1998; Shepard, 1962;
Shinkareva, Wang, & Wedell, 2013), and item arrangements or sorting (Alves, Koch, &
Unkelbach, 2016; Kriegeskorte & Mur, 2012). While the effective use of many of these methods
requires caution (Davis & Poldrack, 2013), their relative success can be attributed to their reliance
on interstimulus similarity.
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There have been many ways to describe the similarity between stimuli, such as the amount
of shared features (Tversky, 1977), analogical relations (Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner &
Smith, 2012), and psycho-geometric distance (Connolly et al., 2012; Kriegeskorte & Mur, 2012).
Stimuli that are considered psychologically or visually similar cluster together in some
dimensional space or elicit overlapping neural responses. Despite varied definitions, the important
detail is that similarity continues to be an important construct for measuring and organizing mental
representations (Kriegeskorte & Kievit, 2013) and structuring social life (Jacoby-Senghor,
Sinclair, & Smith, 2015; Leonardelli, Pickett, & Brewer, 2010). As such, specifying the
relationship between mental and social structures through the lens of similarity could provide a
mechanistic account of the reciprocal link between psychological determinants of sociality and
sociality’s structuring of the mind’s social content.
This review attempts an ontology of the mental representation of fellow human beings with
a focus on similarity as an overarching theme. An ontology identifies the essence of
representational spaces and requires mapping out foundational components and their
interrelations. This overview is separated into four sections: content, process, consequences, and
future directions. The first aims to tackle how sociality structures the mind by describing important
factors that cluster or repel social representations as revealed by neuroimaging and behavioral
experiments. The process section proposes associative memory mechanisms by which these
representational spaces could be maintained, organized, and updated. The third section tackles the
psychological determinants of sociality by describing the social and behavioral consequences of
these spaces. To conclude, future directions for this area of research are outlined.
Content of social representational spaces
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There are surely an infinite number of dimensions that play a role in social memory,
however I will focus on some main themes shared across studies of visual and semantic stimulus
similarity: social category, valence, typicality, distance. The final section will try to relate these
dimensions to models of social cognition that identify fundamental dimensions of social
perception.
Social Category
Categorization in social psychology is seen a heuristic in interpersonal cognition (Macrae
& Bodenhausen, 2001) and has enjoyed a very imprecise working definition throughout the
literature (Klapper, Dotsch, van Rooij, & Wigboldus, 2017). While the vast research on the origins
and processes of social categorization is beyond the scope of this review, it suffices to say that that
social categorization is ubiquitous (Liberman, Woodward, & Kinzler, 2017; Macrae &
Bodenhausen, 2001; McGarty, 1999; Quinn & Rosenthal, 2012; Tajfel, 1981).
It is thought that a consequence of social categories (e.g., minimal groups, race, gender) is
to homogenize within-category memory representations (Hugenberg & Sacco, 2008; Pattyn,
Rosseel, Van Overwalle, & Van Hiel, 2015). For example, members that belong to a group are
treated as interchangeable as shown by more within-group confusion errors in target identification
(Taylor, Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman, 1978) and the increased transfer of traits between highly
entative (i.e., cohesive) members (Crawford et al., 2002). Thus, memory errors suggest that withingroup members occupy a similar psychological space (and are therefore more confusable) relative
to individuals across groups, possibly through strategic differences in encoding (Hugenberg &
Sacco, 2008; Johnson & Queller, 2003). Of course, an issue with memory performance is that it is
an indirect measure of representational similarity, however neural data also supports this
homogenizing effect.
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One recent study sorted participants into minimal groups and scanned them using fMRI
while reading sentences that described ingroup and outgroup members (Cikara, Van Bavel,
Ingbretsen, & Lau, 2017). They trained a multivoxel pattern classifier that was able to accurately
classify which stimuli were in or out group members from distributed neural activations. In a
second study, they were able to use this same classifier from the minimal group to cross-classify
in and out group members in a second category, political party affiliation, providing evidence for
a common neural code for ingroups across social categories. Likewise, another study was able to
decode personality traits from multivoxel patterns of individuals’ stories (Hassabis et al., 2013).
Importantly, the voxels used for classification had to respond similarly to instances within each
category for the classifier’s decision boundary to successfully decode differences (Norman et al.,
2006). In a related study using the same minimal group task design, repetition suppression was
exhibited to in group members from both minimal groups and political affiliations (Lau & Cikara,
2017). Repetition suppression is a reduction in neural responses that occurs when a stimulus is
repeatedly presented. This means that for ingroup members from multiple categories to induce
repetition suppression, the brain had to register them as highly similar. A final study used a
combination of these methods to show that repetition suppression occurs to different images of the
same identity. Moreover, individuals presented with equal amounts of biographical information
(i.e., more vs. less known) showed more correlated voxel activity patterns (Verosky, Todorov, &
Turk-Browne, 2013). These studies can be considered evidence for the homogenizing effect of
social categories on representations.
The relationship between individuals and a social category can also be reflected in stimulus
similarity. While not specific to memory, clustering social stimuli by their ratings on multiple
social dimensions (i.e., trait space) showed that people sort individuals into subgroups (e.g.,
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business women) compared to supraordinate categories (e.g., women) (Pattyn et al., 2015). A
recent study using mouse tracking to categorize stimuli showed that mouse deviations from the
chosen category was associated with neural representational similarity to multiple categories. In
other words, the co-activation of competing social categories by a stimulus is reflected in similarity
of the stimulus’ representation to category representations. These studies provide evidence that the
representation of an individual can be used to designate their respective category, regardless of the
mode of representation (e.g., trait space or on-line motor dynamics).
Lastly, the relationship between social categories can be illuminated by the similarity
between category representations. Reverse correlation is a technique that “visualizes” the
representation of a category or stimulus in participants’ minds through successive decisions
between images of a base face with random noise filters (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012). The end
product is a coarse composite image of the face that the participant was thinking of. This technique
was used to show that prejudiced individuals’ representation of the poor also contained a racialized
component. Those composite images of the poor were rated as depicting black individuals,
showing that class and race are highly connected categories in stereotypes (Lei & Bodenhausen,
2017). Likewise, this technique was used to show that subgroups (typical subcategories, e.g., Black
athletes) are visually represented more similarly to the supracategory (e.g., Black) relative to
subtypes (atypical subcategories, e.g., Black businessmen) (Hinzman & Maddox, 2017).
At the neural level, representational similarity has shown that cultural stereotypes are
reflected by neural similarity at the intersection of multiple categories (e.g., angry black man)
(Stolier & Freeman, 2016). This intersection can also be shifted by individual characteristics. For
example, greater implicit bias can increase the neural representational dissimilarity between black
and white faces (Brosch, Bar-David, & Phelps, 2013). Multivoxel patterns have also been used to
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examine the relationship between multiple types of moral violations (Koster-Hale, Saxe, Dungan,
& Young, 2013; Wasserman, Chakroff, Saxe, & Young, 2017) and can portray the dynamic
structure of social semantics, such that context-specific relationships (e.g., which groups are more
spiritual? political?) between social groups can be mapped out (Leshinskaya, Contreras,
Caramazza, & Mitchell, 2017).
Overall, this section shows that social categories push within-category representations
together. These representational distances can help categorize individuals into categories and find
commonality between categories.
Valence
Valence is considered a fundamental aspect of person perception (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick,
2007; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Tamir, Thornton, Contreras, & Mitchell, 2015). In particular,
negativity is thought to have primacy in salience (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs,
2001) and adaptive value in memory encoding (Bell & Buchner, 2012). However, how valence
structures the organization of memory representations has only become a recent inquiry.
According to the density hypothesis which argues for an inherent structure of valenced
information (Koch, Alves, Krüger, & Unkelbach, 2016; Unkelbach, Fiedler, Bayer, Stegmüller, &
Danner, 2008), positive information is represented more similarly (i.e., dense) than negative
information. They argue this information structure exists because the range of positive stimuli is
smaller, sandwiched between too little or much. Additionally, the base rate of positive information
in the environment is high compared to negative information which translates to greater cooccurrence and therefore associative similarity. In other words, negative information is rare,
thereby is represented dissimilarly and therefore stands out. Initial evidence for this hypothesis
came from the presentation of positive and negative attitude words were rated for pairwise
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similarity and these distances were visualized with multidimensional scaling (Unkelbach et al.,
2008). While both negative and positive words clustered within themselves, the negative words
were more distant out from each other. This framework has since been applied to understand
recognition memory performance (Alves et al., 2015), asymmetries in the valence of shared
attributes (Alves, Koch, & Unkelbach, 2017), and the representation of social individuals (Alves
et al., 2016). That last study found that liked individuals are considered more similar to each other
than disliked individuals. They argue that there are more diverse ways to display negative traits
than positive traits which can lead to less overall trait matches between disliked individuals.
A recent study used fMRI-based representational similarity to show that the following
categories showed high within-category similarities: social, non-social, positive, neutral, negative.
Interestingly, the overall results show about equal amounts of similarity within positive and
negative stimuli. However, when examined by specific brain regions, the ventral medial prefrontal
cortex and bilateral amygdala showed the pattern predicted by the density hypothesis: greater
similarity within negative stimuli relative to positive. These results suggest that more work is
needed to directly examine the existence and function of the density effect of valence on neural
representations.
This section provides emerging evidence that valence may affect the interstimulus
similarity of memory representations such that positive stimuli are inherently more similar to each
other than negative stimuli are. This effect may also operate in the social domain.
Typicality
Typicality can be conceptualized at the level of an individual (e.g., acting in unexpected
ways) and at the level of society (e.g., this type of person is not common in our group or society)
and both are considered salient in interpersonal cognition (Barclay, 2008; Chang & Sanfey, 2009;
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Mende-Siedlecki, Baron, & Todorov, 2013; Morewedge & Todorov, 2012). For example,
typicality is a determinant of facial trustworthiness (Sofer, Dotsch, Wigboldus, & Todorov, 2015),
moral norms (Lindström, Jangard, Selbing, & Olsson, 2017), and tends to be positively valenced
(Alves et al., 2017). Conversely, atypicality in person types and attributes is more memorable
(O’Sullivan & Durso, 1984; Woll & Craesser, 1982). But how does typicality shape
representations?
The most direct evidence comes from research on memory for faces (Corneille, Huart,
Becquart, & Brédart, 2004). Participants categorized faces that varied in ethnic typicality and were
asked in two time points a week apart to identify the face that was originally presented from a set
of foils. The change in response between the two time points showed that participants thought they
saw a face that was more typical of their categorization of the original face. In other words, their
memory for the face was distorted towards ethnic typicality. Less direct evidence comes from face
evaluation (Dotsch, Hassin, & Todorov, 2016; Sofer et al., 2017). These studies show that
environmental face statistics, whether one’s own cultural space or being exposed to specific face
distributions in a short-duration lab experiment, can shift what’s considered a typical face which
also influences social evaluations. While this is not a direct examination of representations, one
could argue that these statistical environments are moving internal representations within “face
space” towards dynamically changing typicality prototypes. A similar effect is observed in the
brain’s adaptation and recalibration to distorted faces (Kloth, Rhodes, & Schweinberger, 2017).
There is very little work on how typicality shapes neural social representations, however
relevant insights come from object category learning. One study using multi-voxel pattern analysis
found that typical objects are those that show more similarity to objects in same category (Davis
& Poldrack, 2014). Another study also showed that the pattern of a category was more similar to
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typical objects from that category (Iordan, Greene, Beck, & Fei-Fei, 2016) and, moreover, that
typical objects also created sharper category boundaries by increasing within-category
cohesiveness and between-category distinctiveness.
This section provides an overview of how typicality serves to shift representations towards
a default prototype and creates category boundaries. More research is needed to verify that these
effects also occur for social stimuli.
Distance
The definition of distance reviewed in this section can reflect spatial distance (e.g.,
physically far or close), temporal distance (e.g., distant past or recently), or interpersonal distance
(e.g., friendships, strangers, or social standing in a group) as they are related by a common
representational code (Parkinson, Liu, & Wheatley, 2014; Parkinson & Wheatley, 2013).
However, this section will focus on social distance as it plays a critical role in understanding the
self and others (Zink et al., 2008) and people are cognitively and physiologically attuned to this
type of information, e.g., social hierarchies (Chiao, 2010; Koski, Xie, & Olson, 2015; Mehta &
Prasad, 2015; Utevsky & Platt, 2014). Social distance has been shown to affect two types of mental
representations: the self vs. others and others vs. others.
While not a direct examination of representations, early work shows that memory
advantages when processing the self are also exhibited when processing intimately close, but not
distant or simply familiar, social others (Wagner, Haxby, & Heatherton, 2012). Functional MRI
studies using univariate contrasts (i.e., the average neural activation in a region for one condition
subtracted by another) also showed that close relationships elicit similar neural activation as the
self in medial prefrontal regions (Han, Ma, & Wang, 2016), although this may depend on the
specific relationship and culture (Wang et al., 2012). Moreover, competition is a context that
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modulates social distance such that confusing one’s own performance history with a partners’
performance (i.e., self-other mergence) occurs when cooperating and diminishes in competition
(Wittmann et al., 2016).
As evidence of distance effects on other-other representations, a recent study mapped the
social network of an MBA cohort and presented each student with pictures of close and distant
others in their network while they were scanned using fMRI (Parkinson, Kleinbaum, & Wheatley,
2017). Comparing the similarity of the stimuli’s distributed voxel patterns showed representational
similarity was inversely related to social degree of separation. Students socially closer to the
participant were represented more similarly than more distant affiliations. However, a different
study that used neural similarity to distinguish between personally familiar individuals found that
egocentric factors (e.g., similarity to self) only weakly predicted the neural similarity (Thornton &
Mitchell, 2017). Instead, holistically rated interstimulus similarity and confidence in mentalizing
the stimuli were better predictors of the representational structure, suggesting the effect of distance
is less clear cut.
Beyond familiarity, representations also code for hierarchical or relative status of
individuals in a group (Tavares et al., 2015). This study used an innovative “choose your own
adventure” narrative task where participants made iterative choices that directly affected the power
and affiliative relationship between the participant and multiple characters. The characters
represented a variety of possible social stati such as an old high school friend or an owner of a
company. Importantly, hippocampal activity was associated with changes of the characters on a
vector index that tracked their position on power-affiliation axes. Relatedly, there is evidence that
people encode the position of other individuals in social hierarchies that do not contain the
participants (Kumaran, Banino, Blundell, Hassabis, & Dayan, 2016; Kumaran, Melo, & Duzel,
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2012), where neural similarity between two individuals increases with greater co-occurrence
(Dziura & Thompson, 2017).
Collectively these studies suggest that there’s a great correspondence between social
distance (e.g., familiarity, affiliation, power) and representational distance. Close social distance
between oneself and others or between two or more others is encoded as overlapping mental
representations. Conversely, the more distant or in competition one is, the more dissimilar the
representations.
Social dimensions
The goal of an ontology is to map the interrelations between components. This section will
attempt to do so by relating the effects of previously reviewed factors to current models that
putatively represent fundamental dimensions of social cognition: face space (Oosterhof &
Todorov, 2008), stereotype content model (SCM) (Fiske et al., 2007), ABC model (Koch, Imhoff,
Dotsch, Unkelbach, & Alves, 2016), and the RSV model (Tamir et al., 2015). Table 1 lists the
hypothesized dimensions from the models, the data and stimuli used to reach those conclusions,
and related factors. While it is likely that all the previously reviewed factors are involved in all of
the models, I emphasize the more direct connections. As can be seen from Table 1, there are many
domains in which these models operate, however the representational level can be considered
common ground. This section will speculate what insights a representational similarity perspective
could bear on these models.

Table 1. Models of social cognition.
Model

Social Target

Face
Space

Faces

I.
II.

Dimensions

Data Type

Trustworthiness
Dominance

Trait ratings
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Relevant
factors
V, T

SCM

Groups

I.
Warmth
Trait ratings
II.
Competence
ABC
Groups
I.
Agency
Trait or similarity
II.
Beliefs
ratings
III.
Communion
RSV
Mental states
I.
Rationality
Distributed neural
II.
Sociality
activity
III.
Valence
Note: SC = social category, V = valence, T = typicality, D = distance

SC, V, T
SC, V, T, D
V, D

Valence is the one theme shared across every model due to their specific dimensions that
are proxies for or directly related to valence (e.g., trustworthiness, warmth, communion, valence).
Many of these models used dimensional scaling or reduction or clustering techniques that are
sensitive to variance in data. If the density hypothesis of valence is correct (Koch, Alves, et al.,
2016), the asymmetry in the organization of positive and negative may be a reason these
dimensions show up from the analyses. For example, in face space, a computer-generated face
model of trustworthiness was created that showed an asymmetrical fit with trustworthiness ratings.
Untrustworthy faces showed a linear reduction in their trustworthy ratings. However, there was a
plateau in the trustworthy faces where more trustworthiness did not linearly increase
trustworthiness ratings. Moreover, a larger range of trustworthy faces were perceived as displaying
one emotion (happy) while untrustworthy faces were perceived to display more emotions (angry,
neutral). One representational interpretation is that trustworthy faces are represented more similar
to each other than the untrustworthy faces. Likewise, a glance at the well-known stereotype content
figure where groups are plotted on the warmth-competence dimension, groups low in warmth are
more spread out relative to those high in warmth. Likewise, in the ABC model, groups that are
high in communion (i.e., warmth) tend to be plotted together in the center of the dimensional space
with groups lower in communion more spread out in the outer rings. Interestingly, the RSV
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model’s valence component shows more spread out positive mental states than negative states,
suggesting more work needs to be done on the contingencies of the effect of valence on
representations.
The representational effect of social categories is most likely to affect the SCM and ABC
models which focus on groups. Specifically, the homogenizing effect of ingroup as a category
could be driving the placement of different groups on the respective model dimensions. In the
SCM figure, the high warmth/high competence quadrant holds the most closely placed groups
(e.g., housewives, Christians, Irish, middle class, Americans). Given that the sample was from the
U.S., this clustering effect (and their positive placement) could be due to that being the sample’s
ingroup. The ABC model acknowledges this more explicitly by showing that the communion
dimension (i.e., trusted groups) tend to be placed close to each other in the center of the plot and
likely correspond to groups that the participants belong to. Notice that here the homogenizing
effect of ingroup categorization cannot be disentangled from the clustering effect of positive
valence, since ingroups are very much liked (Cikara & Van Bavel, 2014).
Typicality is most likely to impact the face space, SCM, and ABC models. As already
discussed, shifts in face typicality shift which faces are considered trustworthy (Dotsch et al., 2016)
and attractive (Potter & Corneille, 2008). The computer-generated faces were based on Caucasian
European individuals that look more male. This means the specific face model instantiated in the
paper could be determined by the demographic make-up of the sample whom may share or
disagree about ideas of typicality. As such, a further step in validation will be to examine variation
in computer-generated face spaces created by a variety of demographics. Typicality can also
sharpen category boundaries, which means the spatial groupings in the SCM and ABC models
may also be highly driven by idiosyncratic familiarity with those groups. The SCM uses clustering
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techniques to create quadrants of high and low warmth and competence dimensions. If typicality
sharpens category boundaries by pushing representations towards a prototype, the cluster
boundaries in the SCM may also be affected. The ABC model acknowledges this in their
communion dimension, but an additional effect may be how spread or compressed the whole
dimensional space is. The typicality effect predicts that the more familiar all the groups are, more
compressed that dimensional space will be and vice versa. Once again, this effect is highly
congruent with category and valence effects.
The distance effect is most likely to impact the RSV and ABC models. The RSV model
focuses on mental states, which unpublished work from Tamir and colleagues shows that similarity
with others can expand their mental state space; states are represented very far from each other.
Llikewise, the mental state space is compressed for dissimilar others; states are represented very
similarly. For the ABC model, social distance can be considered to lead to the same effect as
typicality: more similar or typical others will homogenize and cluster groups together, possibly
towards the center.
Overall, this section argues that the representational effects of categories, valence,
typicality, and social distance are usually congruent with each other when considering their roles
in models of social cognition. These models are created by using human evaluative data, which
means there is room to examine sources of human variance within these models. In other words,
category homogeneity is likely to affect people differently depending on the groups they are
evaluating, shifting their placement of groups or faces on a dimensional model. Whether this
variance is enough to completely change model conclusions or dimensions or whether this
flexibility is simply noise around stable dimensions is an unanswered question. Another important
source of variance concerns whether the congruency in the representational effect of the many
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factors above is an unchanging feature in social cognition or if there are contexts in which they are
at odds and, if so, which effect dominates. Finally, while I conceptualized this section as the effect
that factors have on representations, the directionality is unclear. It could be the case that a tightly
represented stimulus set is a neural signal that one is dealing with a positive/in
group/typical/socially close stimulus, and likewise this signal could be recursively shaped by
encountering those stimuli in the world.
Process of social representational spaces
The previous sections have described the content of social representations, however, it is
also important to know how that information is stored in the first place. In this section, I make the
case that memory integration and separation are mechanisms by which social representations are
maintained and changed. First, I provide a very general overview of how memory integration and
separation operate neurally and behaviorally followed by evidence that points to their involvement
in structuring social memory. The neuromechanistic processes will focus on the temporal lobe
(e.g., hippocampus) and frontal cortices (e.g., prefrontal cortex).
Memory integration and separation
Two of the main organizational memory schemes used by the brain are associative and
schematic networks (Eichenbaum, 2016). In associative networks, memory for events or items that
share overlapping features are linked together, supporting knowledge about direct pairs and
transitive inferences about indirect pairs (Preston, Shrager, Dudukovic, & Gabrieli, 2004;
Zeithamova, Schlichting, & Preston, 2012). These simpler associative networks can be combined
to form schematic organizations (i.e., schemas) that can represent more complex hierarchical
concepts (Collin, Milivojevic, & Doeller, 2015; Hasson, Chen, & Honey, 2015; Milivojevic,
Vicente-Grabovetsky, & Doeller, 2015). The mechanisms that build these associative
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organizations are memory integration and separation whereby novel information is inserted into
preexisting schemas by hippocampal mechanisms that shift representations towards or away from
each other (Schlichting & Frankland, 2017; Schlichting & Preston, 2015).
When encountering a novel situation, if it relates to previous memories, those memories
can be reactivated and become labile and modifiable (Hupbach, Gomez, & Nadel, 2013). There
are many factors that determine whether those reactivated memories will be integrated with or
separated from the novel information: reactivation strength (Kuhl, Bainbridge, & Chun, 2012;
Lewis-Peacock & Norman, 2014), prediction error (Gershman, Monfils, Norman, & Niv, 2017;
Gershman, Radulescu, Norman, & Niv, 2014), repeated learning or experience (Favila et al., 2017,
2016; Schlichting, Mumford, & Preston, 2015), valence (Bisby & Burgess, 2017), time (Schapiro,
Kustner, & Turk-Browne, 2012; Zeithamova & Preston, 2017), and reward contingencies
(Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). These effects are typically indexed by examining the change in
interstimulus representational similarity before and after learning.
This fast-binding hippocampal system is thought to interact with a complimentary system
in the neocortex that is attuned to abstracting generalities over time (Antony, Ferreira, Norman, &
Wimber, 2017; McClelland, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1994). The duration of this learning
process is debated, but it is associated with the creation of conceptual schemas (Tse et al., 2007).
A related idea states that the hippocampus regularly interacts with the prefrontal cortex in a
bidirectional manner to shape memory organization and retrieval (Eichenbaum, 2016, 2017;
Preston & Eichenbaum, 2013). The idea is that the prefrontal cortex stores contextual rules that
guide the retrieval of relevant and suppression of irrelevant memories in the hippocampus, while
the hippocampus provides the prefrontal cortex with cues about the current context. The prefrontal
cortex also has memory integration and separation functionality (Schlichting et al., 2015).
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Importantly, the prefrontal cortex is not the only system that can build concepts, as the binding
mechanisms within the hippocampus are also well suited for capturing commonalities in many
domains (Mack, Love, & Preston, 2017).
To summarize, hippocampal mechanisms allow the flexible integration or separation of
memory representations to update and form associative networks and concepts. They also interact
with prefrontal cortex that builds schemas and guides the retrieval of contextually appropriate
memories.
Memory mechanisms for social representations
Given the importance of schemas in social memory theorizing (Baldwin, 1992; Fiske &
Linville, 1980; Sherman, 2001), the idea that the brain repurposes more basic cognitive
mechanisms for social life (Parkinson & Wheatley, 2015), and the involvement of the
hippocampus across many domains (Shohamy & Turk-Browne, 2013) including social cognition
(Montagrin et al., 2017; Okuyama, 2017; Ross & Olson, 2010; Rubin, Watson, Duff, & Cohen,
2014), it is not surprising that memory integration and separation could play a role in social
information processing. There are two lines of evidence for this idea: shared neural topography
between memory systems and areas that represent social stimuli and direct examinations of how
associative memory mechanisms process social stimuli.
Prefrontal Cortex
The prefrontal cortex, specifically the medial portion, is thought to be a center for schemas
and contextual rules (Preston & Eichenbaum, 2013). Interestingly, it is also a hub for the
representation of social information about the self and others (Wagner et al., 2012). Important
social information is represented in this area: valence (Chavez & Heatherton, 2015; Koster-Hale
et al., 2017), the popularity and connectedness of an individual in a network (Parkinson et al.,
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2017), group distinctions (Lau & Cikara, 2017), and multimodal person impressions (Ferrari et al.,
2016). Thus, the prefrontal cortex is a hub that both creates schemas and represents social
information that could be considered schematic.
Temporal Lobe
The hippocampus, in the medial temporal lobe, is thought to be a binding hub that builds
associative networks and concepts. In line with this idea, there is evidence that the hippocampus
contains identity information about faces that is insensitive to facial orientation (Anzellotti,
Fairhall, & Caramazza, 2014). Recent reviews have also identified the hippocampus as important
for social memory due to its flexible relational encoding and ability to make cognitive maps, both
important for social navigation (Laurita & Spreng, 2017; Montagrin et al., 2017; Rubin et al.,
2014). However, the anterior temporal lobe is more associated with social cognition in the
literature (Olson, McCoy, Klobusicky, & Ross, 2013; Ross & Olson, 2010). The anterior temporal
lobe has memory integration functionality at the cellular level, it projects to hippocampal and
prefrontal areas, and its responses to social information can be derived from associative learning
models (Spiers, Love, Le Pelley, Gibb, & Murphy, 2016). In fact, recently a proposition was made
that link the anterior temporal lobe, the amygdala, and the orbitofrontal cortex as a associative
social learning network (Olson et al., 2013). While the evidence is still nascent, it seems that areas
across the temporal lobe have the ability to encode and process social information due to their
associative mechanisms.
Associative Social Processing
There have been calls to examine how associative memory systems process socio-relational
information (Baldwin, 1992), which is now a trending area of research (Amodio & Ratner, 2011;
FeldmanHall, Dunsmoor, Kroes, Lackovic, & Phelps, 2017; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2011;
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Martinez, Mack, Gelman, & Preston, 2016; Murty, FeldmanHall, Hunter, Phelps, & Davachi,
2016; Rubin et al., 2014). Socio-relational information can occur at the level of the individual,
such as associating good or bad behavior with a person (Murty et al., 2016), and at the interindividual level, such as generalizing the bad reputation of an individual to their friend or a similar
looking person (Martinez et al., 2016; Verosky & Todorov, 2013). Memory integration could
underlie these effects and more, however neuroscientific research that could identify this specific
mechanism is mostly circumstantial at the moment.
Some studies have shown that the medial prefrontal cortex is important for updating and
representing important social information using decoding techniques or computational models. For
example, medial prefrontal cortex encodes the state of a hierarchy that the participant belongs to
and is learning about (Cikara & Gershman, 2016; Kumaran et al., 2016) and represents information
about individuals’ personalities (Hassabis et al., 2013). Likewise, the medial prefrontal cortex
exhibits prediction errors when learning about individuals (Stanley, 2016) or groups (Spiers et al.,
2016). While these studies point to integration as a mechanism since they involve making
associations or being able to decode between categories, their analyses did not examine shifts at
the item representational level and therefore cannot be considered conclusive evidence.
Similarly, there is evidence that the hippocampus is involved in learning of social hierarchies
and status (Kumaran et al., 2016, 2012; Tavares et al., 2015), appropriate updating of moral
impressions (Croft et al., 2010), detecting expectation violations (Chang & Sanfey, 2009). Further,
the anterior temporal cortex is implicated in abstracting individual identities from multiple sources
of biographical information (Wang et al., 2017). Interestingly, this study found that the
hippocampus is not involved in the retrieval of this person knowledge. We can assume that
integration or separation mechanisms were involved in these studies, but the analyses more so
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focus on linking hippocampal function to indices of learning rather than directly examining the
structure of stimulus representations.
There are three studies that do provide a direct link between affective or social stimuli and
memory integration. The first study shows that when learning the structure of a social network,
the co-occurrence of face pairs corresponds to their neural representational similarity in medial
prefrontal cortex (Dziura & Thompson, 2017). The second provides a mechanistic hypothesis for
why negative stimuli increase item memory but degrade information for the surrounding context
(Bisby & Burgess, 2017). They attribute the improved item memory to the amygdala’s
upregulation of negative information and the decreased context memory is due to suppression of
hippocampal associative encoding of item and context. This is supported by a study that presented
participants with neutral or negative face-occupation pairs (e.g., Face A is a driver or murderer).
In later memory tests, the faces were correctly identified in terms of valence, but memory
performance for the specific occupation was impaired in the negative condition (Berkers,
Klumpers, & Fernández, 2016). Importantly, this effect was associated with increased medial
prefrontal-hippocampal coupling where the prefrontal cortex was more active while hippocampal
activity was reduced, suggesting their interplay affects associative memory binding. The third
study shows that neurons in the monkey anterior temporal cortex code specifically for the
association between paired faces and patterns (Eifuku, Nakata, Sugimori, Ono, & Tamura, 2010).
These studies provide direct evidence that associative memory can link or separate social
representations.
To address a possible criticism, there are studies showing that the hippocampus is not
necessary for learning individuals’ valenced reputation (Todorov & Olson, 2008; Tranel &
Damasio, 1993), suggesting hippocampal mechanisms may not be relevant for social
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representation. There are two avenues by which this issue can be addressed: amygdala
contributions to memory and fast mapping based on prior knowledge. The amygdala, a structure
adjacent and linked to the hippocampus, has been shown to play a role in memory consolidation
and the modulation of memory for valenced information (Bisby & Burgess, 2017; LaBar &
Cabeza, 2006). Patients with hippocampal damage show enhanced memory for negative items
suggesting the amygdala also functions as part of the memory system. It is also linked to the
prefrontal cortex, which means it may have functional access to the schema-learning process.
Likewise, hippocampal-damaged patients also show evidence of fast mapping (i.e., the rapid
acquisition of novel information if it relates to prior knowledge) using neocortical areas (Sharon,
Moscovitch, & Gilboa, 2011). These findings can contest the criticism if one considers valence as
a well-learned schema that is represented in prefrontal areas (Chavez & Heatherton, 2015).
Relatedly, some research says that the prefrontal cortex is not necessary for representing others
(Frausin et al., 2016), yet the hippocampus can also build concepts (Mack et al., 2017). While the
hippocampus or prefrontal cortex may not be individually necessary for social representation, they
along with the amygdala or the anterior temporal lobe could compensate for whichever area is
damaged. In other words, this argument for associative social processing is not necessarily a
location-based one, instead it focuses on how associative memory mechanisms that are well
studied in the hippocampus or prefrontal cortex may be widely distributed and employed to support
social memory.
This section makes the case that integration and separation mechanisms in memory systems
are fundamental for organizing and updating social representational spaces. It specifically situates
dimensions important for person perception with mechanistic explanations from memory
neuroscience. One interesting prospect from this framework is that the neocortical system may be
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thought of holding the fundamental dimensions of social cognition as contextual rules or schemas,
which guide and are shaped by incoming social information from the temporal lobe. This idea is
in line with structural and temporal representation binding theory (Krueger, Barbey, & Grafman,
2009), which conceptualizes the prefrontal cortex as containing abstracted representations of
repeatedly encountered social situations. These summary representations can interact with limbic
areas to guide future social behavior and are akin to schemas. While evidence is converging on
this point, it is still indirect since much of the research explicitly studying these memory
mechanisms does not focus on social stimuli and the research that does focuses on representational
brain mapping without attention to mechanism. This area requires a more explicit examination of
integration and separation mechanisms on social representations and their organization.
Consequences of social representational spaces
Previous sections have outlined the type of information that shapes social representations
and the associative memory mechanisms involved in creating them. This section will highlight
some consequences that arise from the way that social information is represented, thus providing
a look at psychological determinants of sociality. The four aspects of social life reviewed are:
transference, mentalizing, stereotyping, and relationships.
Transference
Akin to evaluative conditioning where the valence of an item is transferred to a neutral
item by mere association (Glaser et al., 2014; Hofmann, De Houwer, Perugini, Baeyens, &
Crombez, 2010; Walther, 2002), transference is a likely property of memory representations that
are clustered together. For example, highly entative groups lead to transference of individual group
members’ traits to other group members (Crawford et al., 2002). The same confusability occurs
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for other social or demographic categories (Fiske, Haslam, & Fiske, 1991), highlighting the
representational homogenizing effect of social categories.
Another instantiation of transference is overgeneralization. In one study, participants
learned positive, negative, or mixed reputations for virtual characters in an economic game
(Martinez et al., 2016). They then learned the association between these characters and novel friend
faces. The next day participants played the game with the friends and cooperated more with friends
associated with a positive character than friends associated with negative character, suggesting the
reputation transferred from character to friend. A similar reputation transfer effect is seen between
faces that physically resemble each other (Gawronski & Quinn, 2013; Verosky & Todorov, 2013).
While not directly tested, these effects could be due to clustered or reactivated memory
representations between associated individuals.
While transference is not guaranteed as there are contextual boundaries to the effect
(Martinez & Jonas, n.d.), it is more likely to occur with socially significant affiliations (Andersen
& Chen, 2002; Kraus & Chen, 2010; Martinez et al., 2016) highlighting the clustering effect of
social distance.
Mentalizing
The structure of representations can also affect we understand and experience emotions.
There is evidence that people build emotion mental models from the statistical regularities in
others’ emotion transitions (Thornton & Tamir, 2017). These mental models allow predictions of
future mental states, for example, positive emotions are most likely to transition into each other
suggesting they are highly linked in memory. Likewise, there is evidence that we use our own
experience to understand others’ mental states. This study had participants completed an emotion
imagery task in the fMRI scanner where they imagined what they themselves and others would
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feel in emotional situations (Oosterwijk, Snoek, Rotteveel, Barrett, & Scholte, 2017). They were
able to train the classifier on the self-focused data that correctly classified how specifically they
were thinking about others’ mental states (e.g., why are they feeling this?, how are they expressing
emotions?, what do they feel?), suggesting that representations about self states are used when
metalizing about others. These mental models could also underlie the intersubjectivity that is
required for empathy and relating to others on a deeper level (Gallese, 2003) and to communicate
effectively by sharing reality (Echterhoff, Higgins, & Levine, 2009).
Stereotyping
The content of stereotypes that implicate multiple categories are reflected in the neural
similarity of those categories (Stolier & Freeman, 2016). These intersected representations can be
considered as a prejudicial schema since they likely bias how one interprets and processes future
social information, leading to a self-maintaining cognitive structure (Fyock & Stangor, 1994). The
directionality is unclear: are these similarities byproducts of cognitive processed that then drive
stereotype evaluations and behavior, are these similarities shaped by learned stereotypes, or are
they recursively reinforced? However, they do predict prejudice between U.S. states (Koch,
Kervyn, Kervyn, & Imhoff, 2017), bias how one categorizes a face (Dotsch, Wigboldus, & van
Knippenberg, 2011), and correspond with semantic biases found in our text media (Bhatia, 2017).
Relationships
This section relies on the idea of neural synchrony where the time course of neural activity
in two individuals is correlated (Hasson, Nir, Levy, Fuhrmann, & Malach, 2004). This
phenomenon is akin to the neural similarity between two stimuli, except it is between two
individuals. This synchrony is thought to be an important determinant of social resonance or
affiliations with others (Wheatley, Kang, Parkinson, & Looser, 2012; Wheatley & Sievers, 2016).
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Strikingly, neural synchrony between individuals can predict friendships (Parkinson, 2016) and
student engagement in a class (Dikker et al., 2017), suggesting that it captures the intersubjective
nature of social interactions. While this research does not operate at the representational level, one
obvious prediction to link the two is that individuals with greater synchrony will likely share the
same representational space organization.
Conclusions and future directions
This review has attempted to provide an ontology of social representational spaces. It
detailed how valence, social category, social distance, and typicality are important factors in social
representational spaces that have effects on representational organization. Interestingly, they often
have similar effects which have implications for dimensional models of social cognition. It has
also argued for memory integration and separation found in memory systems as the mechanisms
by which these spaces are formed and changed. Finally, it provided some evidence that the
organization of social representations has consequences for social life, such as stereotyping and
relationship building. The following are some unresolved issues that may be addressed in future
research.
Task or context effects
How flexible or stable are social representational spaces? Several studies have shown that
the representational similarity structure within the same stimulus set can change depending on
learning, task demands, attentional focus of specific features, or evaluative context in which they
are processed (Aly & Turk-Browne, 2016; Bracci, Daniels, & Op de Beeck, 2017; Mack, Love, &
Preston, 2016; Nastase et al., 2016; Senoussi, 2013). Recent evidence suggests this also occurs
with social stimuli (Kliemann, Jacoby, Anzellotti, & Saxe, 2016; Leshinskaya et al., 2017). For
example, rating faces on their emotional expressions allowed a classifier to decode for valence,
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but when evaluating the same faces on their age, valence could not be decoded anymore (Kliemann
et al., 2016). Likewise, when evaluating social groups by their spirituality or political composition,
the representational similarity between the groups reorganizes to reflect those evaluations
(Leshinskaya et al., 2017). These studies show that the representational structure captured in a
study may be idiosyncratic to task demands and thus more research is needed to understand the
implications for research that attempts to find more robust organization of social knowledge.
Individual differences
How shared or idiosyncratic are social representational spaces? On one hand, individual
differences in neuroscience has been a neglected source of inquiry as researchers have focused on
average group or condition differences (Dubois & Adolphs, 2016). Evidence shows that the unique
representational space of each individual is a better predictor of their judgments of stimulus
similarity than other individuals’ spaces (Charest, Kievit, Schmitz, Deca, & Kriegeskorte, 2014).
On the other hand, it is worthwhile to know that despite unique life experiences and brain topology,
there are commonalties in how individuals represent stimuli (Raizada & Connolly, 2012;
Shinkareva, Malave, Just, & Mitchell, 2012). Knowing the extent of the two could provide avenues
for interventions in social conflict as they would provide a mechanism for directly influencing
shared reality between individuals.
Limits
What are the limits to social representational spaces? Dunbar’s number hypothesized that
given the size of the human neocortex our group sizes should be around 150 individuals (Dunbar,
1998), which has been validated using twitter network size (Gonçalves, Perra, & Vespignani,
2011). Moreover, human memory for social partners is bounded by capacity constraints (Stevens,
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Volstorf, Schooler, & Rieskamp, 2010). An important direction for this area is how expansive
representational spaces can be before they fail to be effective or reach capacity.
These three directions represent necessary inquiries into the nature of social
representational spaces. Task or context effects will allow us to examine whether our findings
should be considered as representing a truth about social representation or simply a unique taskdetermined pattern. They would additionally provide information on the contextual flexibility of
memory systems (i.e., memory integration). Quantifying idiosyncrasy will provide a powerful
avenue to understand how task effects interact with individual characteristics to produce these
spaces. The extent to which unique task or individual patterns end up also being shared across
individuals may tell us more about which dimensions are more robust, stable, and possibly
universal. Finally, understanding limits is an important factor for measurement and theory. If we
do not know the constraints, our theories may become detached from the biologically-informed
functionality of these spaces.
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